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About This Game

Gravity Wars Is An 90s Arcade Game.

Try to survive in the chaos of this hardcore geometric battleground, customize entirely the scenario you want with up to 12
arenas available, and see which of you or your friends can survive the longest. Nearest enemies will be attracted to you.

You will need reflexes and focus to avoid every particles displayed in the screen. Other players will try to kill you by any mean
to be the last one standing.

You can entirely customize the number of entities. Set this number at your own risk.

Key Features

 Playable Up to 4 Players Using Gamepads.

 Access to 2 superpowers : a turbo and a shockwave

 12 arenas available

 Customize entirely your game

 Amazing music made by Réno
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 Full Controller Support except from the launcher to select your screen resolution and fullscreen mode.
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I get no sound so I havent even started playing yet, until that's resolved I can't honestly recommend this game.. I love playing this
game with my 5 year old. I play, and she keeps cheering that I will die. She gets her way a lot because I die a lot. However, that's
the fun. And through that fun I've been able to revive most of the robots and feel pretty proud of myself. The art is beautiful and
I would highly recommend it to anyone with or without someone cheering for your demise.. Tedious beyond belief, save your
money and get the (vastly superior in every way) Wrath of the Damned DLC instead.

The play is very very very very slow. Little more than a one (you) against many scenario, which in turn based strategy means
you'll spend most of the game watching the all the enemies move. Even with the enemies speeded up option turned on it's a
snore fest.

Thankfully all the other DLCs for the game (so far) are way better than this. If you're an achievement completist may the
Emperor protect you. Herocraft should just make this a free DLC.. Great little indie game. This game taught me how to jump
like professional.. Everyone is complaining about this dlc for the lines, the fact that it isn't free, the fact that Duke has no place
in this universe, yadda yadda, whatever.

I would give this a thumbs down if it was done poorly, but it isn't, it's exactly what I expected and what is advertised on the store
page.

Jon St. John is great, the lines are good, I mean yeah, they changed only the protagonist's lines, while everyone else says the
same things and that's the beauty of it, you take this serious script and add Duke's nonsense, I just love this, makes me laugh, sue
me.

Also the price is fine, while this isn't a full conversion or anything, the quality for what it does stands up, they put in the work,
they called a VA, they made him record some lines, they put a new model in with animations and put Duke's brand on it.
So how much I paid for this work? 1,24 Euros on sale. What the hell are these entitled people
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing about?
Ahh whatever, I'm having a blast with this. Thanks for this DLC, not a big fan of the game, but I'm definitely enjoying it now..
Addictive little strategy game with all the RPG staples.

I got hooked on the flash version which is free but not as feature rich and has typical flash performance. I enjoyed this upgrade
a lot.. Played for over 2 hours, I have to say I like the direction the devs are going with this game. Looking forward to future
updates and content. If you like the first person approach and western theme, I would say this is a good game for you.
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First time I've bought a MotoGP game and I've been impressed. The graphics are fairly good and I enjoy having unlimited
seasons in career compared to the F1 series. One problem I've had is with AI riders driving into the back of me as I brake\/go in
for a corner. I know this is because they can brake later\/ know the corner better than me as I'm still learning but surely they
should be aware enough to avoid me. It's happened many times during a race and costs me a replay that when you like playing
100% race distance are important. Still, I've really enjoyed playing so far and will probably continue to buy MotoGP games.
Hollywood Visionary is one of my favourite entries from the Choice of Games brand. For those unfamiliar with Choice of
Games, they are a series of interactive stories inspired by the old 'choose your own adventure' books. The format has been
improved upon, and the presentation is both slick and intuitive.

I went into this game a fan of the brand, but not expecting to be particularly enthralled with this story or setting. I was wrong.
The premise is that you have a dream movie you wish to create, and the story that follows explores whether or not you can
achieve this dream, and the ups and downs you experience on your journey to this end goal. These games tend to give a nice
perspective of life, but I think this one was a standout.

If you are interested, I have a video discussing Choice of Games, and some of the entries within their series. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=22wAYzW_CdM. i love any japanese game so this took me by surprise i really enjoyed
playing it.

as a story based game i found it to be real to life and i recomend anyone to get this. Warning there are NO golden touches in this
game and only mild nudity. fun used to play this on my ps2 in ye olden days
. Just have to point out that Peachy & Plutia are both helpful & powerfull early game, and will pretty much spoil a Neptunia 3
plot twist right out of the gate.

FlatspaceIIk v1.04 Now Live:
Flatspace IIk v1.04 is now live.

Here's a complete list of the changes:

-Game engine upgrade to v1.16.
-Screen selection now limited to Desktop or Best. Users can Browse Local Files edit Config.txt to specify another preferred
screenwidth and screenheight if really needed.
-The primary game controller can now be plugged and unplugged while the game is running and be detected.
-Default control for Thrust is now left trigger on an XBox controller.
-The mouse pointer can now be controlled by the game controller with 'X'/Button 3 for Left Mouse.
-New main font, corrects some clipping on the v1.03 font.
-Maximum Thrust for thrusters increased from 1.0 to 10.0 (for custom items). Most useful to speed up capital ships.
-Number of music tracks installed is now shown on the plug-in screen. This is 4 with the basic version of Flatspace IIk. More
music packs are available as DLC from the Steam Store.

A few of the changes are a result of preparation to launch our next game, Yinyang, in two weeks or so.

Mark. Yinyang Flatspace Music Pack 2 In Development:
Hello everyone,

Thought you might like to know that the second Flatspace Music Pack D.L.C. is now in development. Unlike the first pack,
most of the content will be new to Flatspace, and will include a mix of tracks to add variety to the in-game soundtrack. The store
for the Flatspace Music Pack 2 will be live soon and the release is planned for June 27th at $3.99 plus a 20% launch discount.

More details will follow in a couple of weeks.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/585430/

Mark. One Week To Release Day!:
Just 7 days to wait until Yinyang is released worldwide.
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The ball it is rolling, the exits are red.
The arrows are pointing, the leader is led.
The maze is amazing, the lights are aglow.
Yang has been kidnapped!
And to save her you go...

Be here on April 19 to play for yourself.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1043450/Yinyang/. Yinyang Released:
Yinyang is now released!

Yinyang is a small and simple adventure game starring a little ball. The aim is simply to roll over some tiles to flip them and
make them vanish. When they're all flipped, the exit will open, so the trick is to find a one-way path. There are lots of special
tiles and bonus rounds, and other games to unlock.

This is my third Steam release and my second 2019 remaster, with new graphics, full controller support, and support for the
latest graphics hardware.

Yinyang is out now with a 10% launch discount.

Take a look at the game on the store page:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1043450/Yinyang/
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